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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, special observations have been made within northern California, monitoring the
strength and location of land-falling Atmospheric Rivers (AR). Atmospheric Rivers are rather narrow plumes
(< 400 kilometers width) of high moisture content air that can extend thousands of kilometers across the
Pacific Ocean with origins in the subtropics. It is believed these are generated by circulations associated
with a strong an extended East Asian jet stream that at times creates a nearly continuous AR across the
entire Pacific Basin.
Research, done by NOAA scientist in Boulder, CO, have shown that these strong and sustained land-falling
AR’s are associated with many if not a majority of floods in California. This presentation will review AR’s and
discuss how current NWS forecasts offices can recognize and attempt to forecast these phenomena well in
advance of landfall. The Columbus Day 2009 event will be used as an example. In addition, the idea of
developing an AR threat index or intensity category will be presented. Finally the paper discusses how this
knowledge of AR’s could be used to prepare state and local officials for a hypothetical, but very believable
catastrophic flood event being proposed as part of a statewide emergency response drill in 2011 called
ARkStorm.
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Purpose of this slide and the next are to show some common features related to
extreme heavy rain events in northern California. This is from the work of Wes Junker
(http://www.hpc.ncep.noaa.gov/research/California_major_rains.htm) who analyzed the
most extreme 3‐day rainfall events for Northern California. This data set used a .25 by .25
degree rainfall analysis. The two cases shown were in the top three noted in his study. A
consistent feature is a blocking high at the surface and aloft over western Alaska or the
Bering Straits, with strong northerly flow coming off of Canada southward that forces the
jet stream underneath the ridge and into California.
California The southerly extent of the jet allows
it to entrain tropical to sub‐tropical air within the low level circulation. This can be seen in
the anomalous integrated PW amounts in the bottom figure. The exact location of the
cutoff ridge over AK and strength and latitude of the jet controls the location of the
heaviest precipitation. Rainfall amounts are controlled by the magnitude of the
Atmospheric River.
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Note that in these extreme rain events another key ingredient is the strong high pressure
to the south over So Cal and the southwest US. This serves to greatly enhance the north
south pressure gradient increasing the low level onshore flow. It also tends to produce a
very strong cutoff of heavy rain on the south side of the AR. This can make it difficult to
forecast and can lead to large over or under predictions on the southern boundary.
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Physical description of an Atmospheric River. The key is a strong upper level jet stream and
associated frontal system. The circulations induced by these features produces the narrow
band of high PW air in tandem with the thermally driven low‐level jet. Not all frontal
systems are associated with ARs. The strength and longitudinal extent of the jet can
determine if tropical to sub‐tropical low level air is entrained into the circulation that
would create the ARs as seen on SSMI water vapor images.
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Neiman completed a 4‐year study of land‐falling ARs along the Sonoma coast and identified
a strong correlation between the strength of the AR and rain rates. In fact his results
showed that flooding within this watershed was associated with land‐falling ARs. This is a
key finding and one that has lead forecasters to not only monitor for the large scale
synoptic patterns conducive to heavy rain but also to identify if the models are forecasting
an AR within this large scale circulation.
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By way of example, the Columbus Day 2009 storm that struck central California will be
used to highlight the forecast process used to identify an AR in model output and how this
information is used to enhance the QPF. It should be noted that even with the knowledge
of the impact of ARs on rainfall intensity, forecasters are still reluctant to forecast extreme
rainfall amounts.
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The models were forecasting a classic setup for a heavy rain event. Note that there was
expected a large high at the surface and aloft over Alaska with a deep trough to rather low
latitudes well off the Pacific NW coast. The 500 mb height anomalies shown in the figure
are certainly consistent with our conceptual model of a heavy rain pattern for northern and
central California. Note also the magnitude of the anomalies over Alaska and off California
are at the extreme ends of the anomaly scale.
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Based on our physical understanding of what an AR is, one can create displays from model
output that represent an AR . This figure shows the GFS 174 hr forecast valid 18Z Oct. 13 of
the pressure height of the 295 K isentropic surface, the total IPW, integrated precipitable
water, (color) , and the wind field on this surface. Strong warm advection inducing
isentropic lift is how the AR is manifested. A parcel of air that ends up over the coast range
starts out near the ocean surface several hundred miles southwest of the coast in a very
warm moist airmass. IPW’s were approaching 1.75 in which is near the maximum observed
for Pacific land
land‐falling
falling storms
storms. As the parcel is advected along the isentropic surface it rises
from near 1000 mb to over 850 mb. Given the very high moisture content and the
additional lift induced by the coastal orography, very high rain rates can be expected.
Based on these model diagnostics, discussions began between NWS and the California
Emergency Management Agency (Cal EMA), alerting them to the potential for a very early
season but significant rain event. This provided almost 7 days advanced notice.
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As part of the forecast process, forecasters monitor closely the composite SSMI IPW images
over the Pacific. In this particular case, an ex typhoon was entrained into the westerlies
from the southwest Pacific and greatly enhanced the moisture and energy content of this
storm. Of note for this case, and has been observed in other major flood events, is that the
AR stretches completely across the Pacific basin. It is hypothesized that the long
continuous ARs are induced when the East‐Asian jet extends across the entire Pacific into
California. These extensions have been noted during the New Years 2005 flood event.
Note that the AR is along the immediate southern edge of the jet core (upper left figure).
figure)
The insert in the upper right corner showing the circulation induced by the upper jet
bringing low level air north then with convergence and lifting near the front, is what is
conjectured to focus the high IPW into the narrow continuous filament across the entire
Pacific. Again these fully extended East‐Asian jet events are rare and are normally only
produced by such phenomena as the Madden‐Julian Oscillation and strong El Nino events.
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Forecast from the 132 hr Global Ensemble Forecast System valid 12Z Oct. 13 showing 850
mb moisture flux and the standard deviation from the 30 year climatology. The values just
off the California coast are 6 standard deviations above the mean. Again the models are
indicating a rare and potentially flood producing event.
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Empirical relationship between integrated water vapor and upslope flow component as
found by Neiman using the Bodega Bay AR observatory information. The upper right hand
quadrant is the area of heaviest rain and coexists with land‐falling ARs. The GFS 174 hr
model forecast of these parameters along the Sonoma coast is noted in the top upper right
hand quadrant. As noted earlier, the magnitude of the IWV forecast would be the largest
observed within the dataset used by Neiman.
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Empirical relationship between bulk upslope moisture flux and rainrate for the coastal site
BBY and mountain location CZD. The model forecast from 174 hrs out is plotted in the
upper right hand corner, off the chart. Note it is “off the chart”! Could this be used as a
potential AR Threat Index? Calibrated only for Russian, not American, Shasta etc.
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Observations from the Cazadero (CZC) met station, left, and the Bodega Bay (BBY) AR flux
tool (White et al, 2009: A water vapor flux tool for precipitation forecasting. Proc. Of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, issue WM2) showing the magnitude of the AR making landfall
during the Oct. 13‐14 event. Although the IWV flux did not reach 100 as seen on the blue
trace on the lower right panel as forecast by the model, rainrates exceeded the 14 mm/hr
predicted for several hours just ahead of the cold front passage and coincident with the
classification of AR threshold exceeded. Nearly 5.5 in of rain fell in 12 hrs at CZC. The
timing of the frontal passage from 174 hrs out was within a few hours of what was
observed!
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Day 2 24‐hr QPF from WFO Monterey valid 12Z 14 Oct. produced from the 12Z 12 Oct.
model guidance. Maximum forecast was in the Santa Lucia’s of nearly 8.5 in. Nearly 20 in
fell in this area. 6.5 in was forecast near CZC which was about an inch over what was
observed. Rainfall was seriously underestimated in the Santa Cruz Mountains when
compared to the observed rainfall seen on the next chart.
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CNRFC day 1 observed 24 hr rainfall valid 12Z 14 Oct. Rainfall derived from gage and
distributed spatially using PRISM data. White indicates rainfall over 10 inches. The next
chart shows specific raingage reports for the southern half of the forecast area. Some
serious debris flows were noted in the Santa Cruz Mtns near the Summit fire causing
evacuations. Serious flooding also occurred in Morgan Hill to the lee of the Santa Cruz
Mtns. No major debris flows occurred in the Santa Lucia’s within the Basin burn complex
despite the very heavy rain. However the Big Sur River did reach flood stage (indicating
increased runoff over burn areas).
areas) No injuries or deaths were reported from this storm.
storm
We might attribute that to the long lead time provided and subsequent preparations taken
to mitigate loss of life and injury.
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Gage reported 24-hr rainfall amounts along with the trace from the Three Peaks Alert rain
gage located in the extreme southern portion of Monterey County. Rainrates exceeded 1 in
per hr for several hours during the heaviest rain. Time plotted on the chart is PST.
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Just for comparison, here is shown the 24 hr rainfall for the devastating Nashville , TN
floods of May 3‐4, 2010. This was also triggered by an AR that moved from the tropics
across central America and into the Southeast then up into TN.
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Satellite estimated total integrated precipitable water animation showing strong low level
convergence and focus of tropical moisture moving directly north into TN.
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The following set of slides is a possible forecast scenario as it might play out for an event
much like what the ArkStorm is attempting to do. One can imagine that the NWS would
begin briefings with Cal EMA possibly 7 days out for a potential significant rain/snow
event. Note that in this case there is some uncertainty in the models leading to less
confidence then what was noted for the Columbus Day event.
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Same as slides 4 and 5.
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Same as Slides 4 and 5.
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Global Forecast System ensemble forecast of 500 mb heights 8.5 days out. Pattern is a very
close match to significant historical rainfall events in Northern California. Note the cutoff
high over Alaska and deep low latitude storm track forced underneath the Alaska high.
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Example of briefing slide that would be used on conference call with Cal EMA 7 to 10 days
prior to event occurring. The importance of lead time can not be stressed enough,
especially for reservoir operators if the flood pool is already encroached. NWS will provide
this type of information even if the forecast is not certain.
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In this scenario we are now more certain that this system will produce the impacts noted.
This will be what is used for the ArkStorm scenario. However for the real event that the
previous two slides referred to, early December 2009, the storm did not materialize as
forecast , with the minority opinion actually verifying meaning the cold northerly storm
track came into California with no undercutting by the westerlies.
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Possible intensity categories as proposed by Ralph and Dettinger for land‐falling ARs based
on an analysis of 3‐day rainfall amounts (as per Junker study). The frequency of these
events is not dissimilar to land‐falling tropical storms. They could be used to categorize
model/manual QPF forecasts or after the fact to rank AR impacts. However it should be
noted that models and forecasters do a poor job of forecasting extreme rainfall events as
noted for the Columbus Day 2009 event.
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Very late season AR that set up in Southern OR and NW CA. Upwards to 15 to 20 in of rain
fell in this area during the first week in June. Unprecedented for this time of year.
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